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1. Entities in the Supply Chain – Shipper and Broker 
Liability

2  There may be 

3 

safety rating. 

entrants without knowing anything about the motor 

dangerous chameleon carriers re-join brokers’ and 

Schram v. C.H. Robinson, 

the Court ruled that “it seems entirely reasonable to 

their safety control measures in the absence of a DOT 

rating.”5

 

2. Hidden Motor Carriers

motor carrier identified in the bill of lading.  This raised 

learned that the broker initially selected “Motor Carrier A” 

who then later re-assigned the load to “Motor Carrier B.”  

Identifying Motor Carrier A — the “hidden motor carrier” 

brokering and negligence in selecting Motor Carrier B.  

and the Hidden Motor Carrier” in this issue.
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the freight chain by obtaining the bill of lading and 

3. Trailer Owner

commits negligence.8

  

4. Product Claims for Those Injured By Heavy Trucks
Crash Avoidance Technology

systems use sensors, cameras, radars, hardware 

11

recognized the ability of this technology to mitigate the 

crashes.  

manufacturers, including those made by Bendix 

Underride Guards

The geometric mismatch is at its most noticeable and 

real world collisions and crash tests demonstrated that 

12
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such standard, not because they care about safety, but 

because they want to sell their trailers in Canada. 

5. Product Claims For Injured Truck Occupants

13

are of great significance in contributing to fatalities of 

of-control.

15

16

 

  

The lack of these readily used and recognized safety 

features is only heightened when one considers the 

laminated/safety glass in side windows, creating a 

18 

Further, there is little structure to the cab itself, thereby 
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contribute significantly to the structural integrity of the 

cab structure.

higher than if that same truck is hit by a train, and more 

than twice that of hitting a hard fixed object.   Although 

fires resulting in hundreds of fatalities.   The use of side-

saddle mounted fuel tanks has long been abandoned 

design. 

21

trucks which found that the rate of fire-associated 

the side-saddle mounted fuel tanks, including frontal 

fuel tanks. 

tanks is not limited to situations of direct contact with 

the fuel tank in a collision, such as the tank being struck 

directly aft of the front axle, as is often seen in day cab 

the truck’s steering axle and fuel tanks in frontal 

Conclusion

1. 

2. See

Risk on the Nation’s Highways?” 
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or mark@lelaw.com.

Mark Emison

, 
3.

See Sperl v. C.H. Robinson

5.

6. Augello, William, “Hiring Carriers with Due Diligence” 

8.

, 
th

11.

12. ABC News, “Feds take their time addressing safety 

13.

or david@lelaw.com.

David Brose

15.

16.

airbags.

18.

21.
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